
Litigator of the Week: A Shocking Win for Terwilliger 
in Ex-Congressman’s Corruption Case

Our Litigator of the Week is McGuireWoods partner George 
Terwilliger III for a win that the Washington Post described as a 
“stunning reversal for the government” and the Chicago Tribune 
called “virtually unheard of in a high-profile corruption case.”

Terwilliger represented Aaron Schock, a former Republican 
congressman from Illinois who was indicted in 2016 on 24 felony 
counts including wire fraud, mail fraud, theft of government 
funds and filing false tax returns. (You might recall him as the 
congressman who lavishly decorated his office a la “Downton 
Abbey.”)

On Wednesday, federal prosecutors in Chicago offered a 
deferred prosecution agreement. If Schock pays his back taxes—
about $40,000, according to CNN—and reimburses his cam-
paign $68,000, the feds will drop all criminal charges.

How the heck did that happen? Terwilliger discussed the case 
with Lit Daily.

Lit Daily: Who is your client and what was at stake?
George Terwilliger: Our client is former U.S. Rep. Aaron 

Schock, whose liberty was at stake. In addition, unfounded 
charges rob a person of their reputation. As former Labor Sec-
retary in the Reagan Administration Ray Donovan famously 
said after winning a hard fought battle against criminal charges: 
“What office do I go to to get my reputation back?”

When and how did you come to be involved in the case?
Another member of Congress referred Aaron to me in 

March 2015. Aaron called me to talk about the situation, we 
met over the next couple of days and he decided McGuire-
Woods was the best firm to represent him.

How broad were the government’s original allegations? 
What sorts of conduct were they zeroing in on?

One of the most fundamental challenges in the case was 
that the government’s criminal investigation was not focused 
at all. It was an unjustifiable investigation of a person in 
search of a crime.

The allegations included challenging reimbursements by 
the House of Representatives for official expenses based on 
prosecutors’ interpretations of ambiguous House rules that 
are the exclusive authority under the Constitution for what 
is, in fact, reimbursable and charging as a false statement 
an expenditure report to the FEC that categorized a vehicle 
purchase as a “transportation expense.”

Mr. Schock’s agreement with the government to resolve 
the case explicitly acknowledges that as a result of not 
keeping adequate documentation of miles driven subject 
to reimbursement, for example, that resulted in him being 
reimbursed for more miles than were actually driven.

What were the overarching themes of your defense?
The dominant theme is that there is a difference between 

mistakes and crimes. Juries across the country are instructed 
every day on criminal intent and told that things that 
occur because of mistakes, inadvertence or accident are not 
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criminal. Objective review of the relevant conduct in this 
case put it in that category.

Who were the members of your team and how did you 
work together?

Christina Egan, Bob Bittman and Ben Hatch, all former 
prosecutors, were the government investigations & white 
collar litigation partners on the team with me. Associates 
Nate Pittman and Rebecca Gantt also did truly outstanding 
work, especially on appellate matters in the 7th Circuit and 
the U.S. Supreme Court.

The team had to analyze thousands of transactions and 
millions of pages of records in order that we master the rel-
evant facts in a wide-ranging investigation. Then we had to 
take that information and build a complete understanding of 
a factual narrative and legal analysis of the matters claimed 
to be possible violations of law. Finally, we had to delve 
deeply into what and how the government investigated the 
case to ferret out facts supporting legal challenges to various 
aspects of the case.

In your motion to dismiss for prosecutorial misconduct 
filed on August 1, 2017, you accused the government of 
asking “inappropriate and highly invasive questions about 
Mr. Schock’s sexual orientation and relationships.” Did 
you have any hesitation about making this argument–
which was then widely reported by the press?

We considered carefully including that in our filings. 
We included them because it was relevant to an objec-
tive assessment of the government’s conduct in the grand 
jury investigation. That line of questioning was one part 
of a wide array of questioned conduct on the part of the 
government.

From the beginning, this was a high-profile case with 
intense media interest. What was your strategy for dealing 
with that?

To be simple and straightforward with the media, fashion-
ing our message with the facts and relevant law. On the 
last day, we said exactly what we said on the first day: yes, 
mistakes on financial matters were made, but those mistakes 
were not crimes.

We also realized from the start that we needed top profes-
sional media help, and we found it right in our own house. 
Mark Hubbard, a senior vice president with the firm’s pub-
lic affairs subsidiary, McGuireWoods Consulting, provided 
excellent help working with Aaron and the legal team to 
shape the coverage.

Your client said of assistant U.S. Attorney Timothy 
Bass, who originally led the prosecution, “I do feel like 
I’ve been wronged in this process by a prosecutor who 

saw me as his ticket to stardom and who was allowed to 
go unchecked for many years.” What’s your take on this?

My take is that the facts of the conduct of one prosecutor 
in particular speak for themselves.  I leave it to others to 
make judgments about that.

Last summer, the presiding federal judge, Colin Bruce in 
Springfield, was removed from hearing all criminal cases 
for alleged improper contact with the prosecutor’s office in 
another case. Schock’s case was re-assigned to Judge Mat-
thew Kennelly in Chicago. Not long after, the prosecution 
team was also replaced. What impact did this have? Was it 
a turning point?

It was definitely a turning point because the prosecutors 
in Chicago told Judge Kennelly that they were going to take 
a fresh look at the case. Over the course of several months 
they did just that. They should be commended for doing a 
thorough review and for having the courage to use their own 
best judgment as to what was an appropriate resolution.

The Washington Post called the government’s decision 
to dismiss all charges a “stunning reversal.” What were 
some of the keys to your ability to resolve the case on such 
favorable terms?

We knew what the facts of the case were and we knew that 
under the law the allegations in the indictment were either 
very weak or non-existent.

Most importantly, the evidence did not support estab-
lishing criminal intent. Staying focused on that as well as 
attacking the result on the government’s unforced errors on 
constitutional issues added up to demonstrating a case with 
little merit and a lot of problems for the government.

What do you hope will be the legacy of this case?
I truly hope that the government will look closely at how 

this case proceeded from investigation forward and recognize 
the need for better supervision of the prosecution function 
and, where needed, a process for meaningful reviews of field 
cases at DOJ headquarters.

Using weak cases to bring splashy indictments is a formula 
for undermining the credibility of law enforcement. I have 
said repeatedly that the vast majority of federal prosecutors 
do important work to the highest standards of conduct and 
I admire them for doing so. But where there is a deviation 
from those standards and the public sees untoward conduct, 
it diminishes respect for both the prosecution function and 
the rule of law.

Jenna Greene is editor of The Litigation Daily and author of 
the "Daily Dicta" column. She is based in the San Francisco Bay 
Area and can be reached at jgreene@alm.com.
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